REX MORGAN

This Newsletter tries to keep members informed of all individuals around the world contributing to Shroud research and the dissemination of Shroud information, but occasionally someone gets overlooked. For years Australian education pioneer, writer and broadcaster Rex Morgan of Manly, New South Wales, has been travelling far and wide meeting individuals associated with the Shroud, including Susan Black and Ian Wilson in this country, yet somehow, as Rex has discreetly pointed out, this Newsletter has failed to mention him. It is an omission we hasten to remedy.

Editor of Shroud News, the BSTS Newsletter's sister publication in Australia, (we actually copied the Shroud News format), Rex Morgan has been dubbed by Father Peter Rinaldi as Australia's Number One apostle of the Shroud. Before bringing the Shroud photographic exhibition to Hong Kong and Macau he toured with it throughout Australia and New Zealand during the years 1983 to 85. He attended the exposition of the Shroud in Turin in 1978. subsequently publishing his own popular account Perpetual Miracle - Secrets of the Holy Shroud of Turin, followed in 1983 by a 64 page full colour booklet Shroud Guide, both the products of his own Runciman Press. In June he is to bring out a new publication The Holy Shroud and the Earliest Paintings of Christ which will be reviewed in our September Newsletter.